**Reasons To Be Excited About DOWNLOAD INSTAGRAM STORIES**

Social media is a system for sharing info among networks and Instagram has made its reputation in the
industry. Instagram stories are a perfect means of showing our adventures to the world in both photo and
video formats. Regardless of the excellent thing that Instagram gives, it has a disadvantage. Instagram
stories will disappear right after 24 hours. The site does not provide the choice of saving your own stories.
This leads to losing the memories you treasure. Great thing is, there’s a strategy of saving those videos.
Here are tips on how to download Instagram stories.

Save Instagram Stories for the Entire Day
The ways below will show you on how to save the stories you made for a single day in one Instagram story
video. You can then playback the video for future uses. Be informed again that what’s save is not the
individual clips video published. This procedure will definitely cost you more time as you will need to view
first other parts before you view the part that you like. Possessing this copy is still far better when
compared to not having it.

Let’s begin by opening Instagram site and head to your feed. On the top left part, you will find “Your Story”
icon. Immediately after clicking that icon, Three small dots can be found. Tap it to find out many choices.
There are choices available. Pick the “Save” option and simply click “Save Story” afterward. It might take
some time for the page to finish rendering your video, however once that is done it will show up for you
in your Camera Roll..

Download Instagram stories separately and also individually
Making use of this technique, a certain clip of your Instagram story can be saved individually instead saving
all of them automatically as one. Therefore, this method enables you to watch selective clips of your liking
and relieves you from the hassle of watching the entire story. In this procedure you must pick the SAVE
VIDEO option rather than the SAVE STORY choice you did in the first above.

Download Stories from Other Instagram Users
Simply by using a third party site, you can easily download Instagram stories of some other Instagram
users. These websites have similar functionality and functions. So, eventually this will depend on locating
the site you like the most. Ultimately though, why you would want to download Instagram stories from
someone else is largely not our business.

Using Third Party Site: Download It Today

Whether username or a URL of the profile is required, get them ready. These sites may differ in its
requirements. Therefore, better check them out before starting. Then you just scroll with the clips to find
the Story you have been looking to download. You will then see a “Save” option- click on it and you’re
home and dry. Just select a destination and hit “save” once again.
Original site here https://storiesdown.com

